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To what extent can ITS improve Pedestrian 

Mobility and Safety – Main Focus Children
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A sustainable urban environment:

food

clean water

clean air

energy 

to a growing urban population 

Transportation of people and freight! 

A sustainable urban environment:

- rely less on private automobiles 

- more on walking, bicycling and transit

Transit cannot be door to door
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Children are people with transportation needs

Bussing them around, or providing parental limousine 

services at all times, will not lead to sustainability
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Our cities need to be walkable for children
What age? 

15 year old ‘children’

Safety has two main aspects:

- traffic safety

- personal safety

Mobility:

reasonable effort, or still need 

to be driven
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From a road safety viewpoint, pedestrians should be 

provided with safe, segregated paths where they do not 

have to interact with vehicles.  Cannot always be achieved. 
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Courtesy: The Guardian
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Questionnaire I:  20 experts responded 

Questionnaire II: 23 experts responded

Questionnaire I: 14 European and 6 North American experts .

Questionnaire II: 15 European, 6 North American and 2 Israeli 

experts.

Maria Alonso, Anna Anund, Karin Ausserer, Socrates Basbas, 

Eleni Chalkia, Wolfgang Fastenmeier, Padin Garrido, Jürgen 

Gerlach, Herbert Gstalter, Christer Hydén, Risto Kulmala, 

Jörgen Larsson, Dick Mans, Rob Methorst, Hector Monterde-i-

Bort, Nicole Muhlrad, Jürgen Pripfl, Ioanna Spyropoulou, 

Thérèse Steenberghen; David Shinar, David Zaidel, Richard 

Blomberg, George Branyan, Leversen Boodlal, Marcus Brewer, 

Dominique Lord, John LaPlante, Gabe Rousseau, Cara 

Seiderman, and Ruth Steiner, and comments from Richard 

Knoblauch, Michael Ronkin, and Laura Sandt.
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Six problem areas covered in this presentation:

-Pedestrian not knowing fast-moving car approaching

-Emergency vehicle traveling at high speed

-Pedestrian not knowing red-light-running car….

-Pedestrian violating red light (walking during don’t walk phase)

-Pedestrian route taking them to a dangerous street 

-Pedestrian route through dangerous neighborhood



Child or other pedestrian not knowing a fast-moving car approaching 

Two alternative strategies: 

1) Accept that drivers are going too fast and warn pedestrians 

2) Slow down all vehicles to desired speed

Majority of experts say: 2)

Applicable ITS solutions:

14 experts:  Intelligent Speed Adaptation, ISA

6 experts:  Full Auto Brake, when

a pedestrian is detected in or near path of vehicle. Stop vehicle if necessary

Ambulances, fire trucks and police cars during emergencies?  

3 experts: ISA and 2 experts: Full Auto Brake
US 2011: 7 fatal pedestrian accidents involving emergency 

< 2% of all fatal pedestrian crashes 

Only 2 pedestrian fatalities w. emergency vehicles ‘speeding’

Compare: 348 non-emergency vehicles 10
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Minority Opinion: Strategy 1) Warn Pedestrian

10 experts: Warn pedestrian of fast moving cars 
6 experts: audible warning  

4 experts: use a street display
No expert suggested that pedestrians be warned on a device they carry with them

People react:

quickest to touch (tactile message), 

second quickest to what they hear (audible message), 

slowest to what they see (visual message)

probably true especially for children 
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Alternatives to slowing down vehicles 

or warning pedestrians of fast-moving cars:

Have drivers voluntarily slow down to safer speeds, or 

Have drivers be more alert of potential pedestrians crossing. 

2 experts: In-Pavement-Marker systems (IPM)
(embedded pavement lighting)
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Child or other pedestrian NOT knowing that a red-light-

running car is approaching

14 experts: Camera enforcement 

10 experts: “Full Auto Brake”
similar to Automatic Train Control Systems 

8 experts: red-light running detectors => alarm 

(audible signal) on the street

One expert: red-light running detectors => warning 

on a device carried by the [child] pedestrian 

Alternative way to reduce red-light running: 

the Virtual Wall designed by Lee Han Young 

(plasma laser beam) 

What about ‘hologram’ vs real physical gates? 
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Child or other pedestrian violating a red light 

8 experts: Vehicle Intelligent Speed Adaptation, ISA, speed to 

the characteristics of the specific pedestrian             

Increased jaywalking? 

7 experts: Full Auto Brake, when a pedestrian detected in or near 

predicted path. Full stop through emergency braking

In other words, 15 experts: The vehicle take automatic evasive action

7 experts: Pedestrian alerted (audibly) to take evasive action 

5 experts: Alert message to all approaching vehicles if 
jaywalking pedestrian in their path

Also, Collision Avoidance Systems (CAS) which aim at foreseeing and 

avoiding all collision.  Autonomous vehicles, without a driver.

Countdown clocks
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Pedestrian route taking them to a dangerous crossing point 

or dangerous neighborhood

New Orleans, USA (2009): 

174 homicides*

‘only’ 42 traffic fatalities**

(8 pedestrians) 

Population: 344 000
* 14% preteens or teens, majority outdoors

** motorists, pedestrians and bicyclists combined 
____________________________________________________________________

Stockholm, Sweden (2011): 

11 homicides

11 traffic fatalities

(7 pedestrians ), 

Population: 871 952

[‘night population’]

Wikipedia: Murder and manslaughter per 100,000 people in Stockholm

Rate
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Dangerous traffic is the bigger threat to children

7 experts: Route directions, on a GPS or cell phone
Crossing points can also be made less dangerous with the use of technology

6 experts: Video cameras, process images of objects and people in a street, 

and, if a child is detected, an in-vehicle alarm is triggered in vehicles nearby

5 experts: Children carry emitting devices, an in-vehicle alarm is triggered 

Either if within X meters, where X can vary with vehicle speed (3 experts), or 

dangerous proximity through GPS if child in the road (2 experts)

Different strategy: Change child’s destination

Many ITS solutions that can be used for guidance away from dangerous points:

A) Based on GPS and B) Others, to complement GPS improve accuracy/seamless 
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Conclusion:  Unfriendly /unsafe “walking environment”
=> Parents restrict unaccompanied travel by foot 

Question: To what extent can ITS be used to improve walking 

environment?

Government: Promote, fund, and possibly mandate such systems 

Research: ITS and pedestrians

Target: Walking environment, partially relying on ITS, safe enough for 

children to travel independently to most destinations 

Result: Enjoy walking with confidence of feeling safe and secure


